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Executive summary

▪ Damages from natural hazards are rising, given overall economic 
growth, the growing propensity to put high value structures in high risk 
areas, increasing building density, and aging infrastructure. 

▪ Many players are vulnerable not just to natural hazard risk, but to 
second order effects.  Their risk is not only in damage to own systems, 
but potential liability for damages to other assets. (e.g. for electric 
utilities, if downed power lines start secondary fires).

▪ In collaboration with Swiss Re, we have done significant work on the 
economics of natural hazards, and developed approaches to help 
increase risk resilience. Our approach involves detailed modeling of 
natural hazards leveraging Swiss Re’s unparalleled data on natural 
hazard patterns and comprehensive structure-level data on asset 
values (e.g., by structure, by asset class)

▪ This approach creates an analytical framework which helps identify 
economic fixes to the system, engage broad group of stakeholders 
and make sound decisions shaping climate resilient business 
development
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The biggest challenge in assessing risk has been lack of 
quality data – via our partnership with Swiss Re, we have 
pioneered a data-rich approach

▪ Unique historical data set on natural hazard risk patterns, 
by hazard type by local geography

▪ Highly granular by locale

Hazard 
data

Risk 
probability 
modeling

Asset Value 
database

▪ Unparalleled capability in risk probability modeling
▪ Ability to assess tens of thousands of scenarios and 

impacts across millions of data points

▪ Zip-code level data base on building & structure values
▪ More than two dozen asset classes in the database
▪ Structure level data across residential, commercial, 

infrastructure, oil, gas, and utility

Unique proprietary data and analytics on risk assessment and 

mitigation

Ability to precisely overlay 

potential weather / storm 

patterns over asset values to 

more precisely calculate risk
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We have initially studied eight regions with diverse 
climate hazards to validate a common approach
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Despite the diversity of hazards and impacts, our 
framework does assess and address total climate risk

What and 
where is 
the threat?

What is at 
stake?

How could 
we respond?

How do we 
execute?

What are the 
outcomes and 
lessons?

Total 
Climate 

Risk 
Management
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Use scenario 
modeling
to calculate the 
total climate risk: 
current state + 
natural growth + 
climate change

Build a balanced portfolio of responses with detailed 
cost/benefit assessments
(Cost/Benefit ratio = (CAPEX + OPEX)/ Total Benefit)

Implement a 
holistic climate 
risk strategy that 
overcomes 
barriers, and 
launch initiatives

Identify areas 
most at risk 
given relevant 
hazards, 
population, and 
economic value

Measure 
success and 
adjust 
strategies as 
scenarios 
change
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Project objective and approach

First comprehensive analysis of climate risks and adaptation economics along 
the U.S. Gulf Coast

• Granular, “bottom-up” analysis using a risk framework:

– Modeled 23 asset classes across residential, 
commercial, infrastructure, oil, gas and utility

– Modeled 800 zip codes across 77 counties

– Simulated ~10,000 hurricane “years” across multiple 
climate scenarios

– Modeled over 50 adaptation measures

• First time broad range of Gulf Coast stakeholders and 
experts engaged

– Discussed with over 100 global, regional academics, 
government officials, industry experts and NGOs

– Used credible, publicly available sources (e.g., IPCC 
climate scenarios, FEMA, BEA, DOE EIA, MMS, Energy 
Velocity,)

Illustration of 
hurricane paths/ 
intensities

TX
LA

MS AL GA

FL

TX
LA

MS AL GA

FL

Engaged with 
experts across the 
Gulf Coast

Gulf Coast case
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We conducted a granular analysis of all 
infrastructure in the geography

View of Gulf Coast Energy assets, 2030
Refineries

Petrochemical plants

LNG facilities

Shallow water 
production facilities

Deep water 
production facilities

Other Oil and Gas2

Power generation

Other Utility2

LA

MS

TX

Chemical Plants 
$205 bn by 2030

Gas 
processing 
plants 
$8 bn by 
2030

Land Rigs 
<$1 bn by 
2030

Natural Gas 
pipelines 
$60 bn by 2030

Oil pipelines 
$12 bn by 2030

Refineries 
$107 bn by 
2030

LNG Facilities
$7 bn by 2030

AL

Oil and gas prod. 
equipment
$5 bn by 2030

Offshore pipelines 
$68 bn by 2030

Offshore Rigs 
$37 bn by 2030

Shallow water 
production facilities 
$1 bn by 2030

Deep  water production 
facilities 
$80 bn by 2030

Power 
generation  
$80 bn  by 
2030

T&D & other
$258 bn by 2030

▪ Modeled over 500,000 
miles of T&D, and ~300 
generation facilities

▪ Modeled ~ 50,000 oil and 
gas structures including 
90,000 miles of 
pipelines, 2000 offshore 
platforms and 27,000 
wells

▪ Consolidated 
information across 10-
15 key databases, 
including EIA, MMS, 
Energy Velocity, OGJ, 
Tecnon, HPDI, Wood 
Mackenzie, Ventyx, 
Energy Velocity

Gulf Coast case
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SOURCE: ESRI; Energy Velocity; team analysis

US Gulf Coast region and counties in scope1

Counties 77

Area 61,685 sq. mi 

GDP $634 B

1 Includes 30 Louisiana parishes

Asset values by classKey areas examined within 70 miles of the coast

≤1,000

1,000-2,500

2,500-5,000

5,000-10,000

>10,000

2010 GDP ($M)

The Gulf Coast has over $2 trillion in infrastructure 
and building assets

TX
LA

MS AL GA

FL

TX
LA

MS AL GA

FL

Basic metrics

Total 3,268

Oil & gas 
assets

591

Electric utility 
assets

337

Non-energy 
industrials

141

Agriculture/
fisheries

6

Critical
infrastructure

168

Commercial 890

Residential 1,135882

455

141

6

85

300

499

2,367

2030

2010

Replacement value by class

$ Billions, 2010 dollars

Population 11.7 million
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Gulf Coast case
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Scenario 1 Scenario 3Scenario 2 

We use 3 assessments to quantify expected losses 
for each scenario

Severity and frequency 
of hazard for different 
climate change scenarios

Value of assets, 
incomes

H x VA x V

Hazard 
module

Vulnerability 
module

H

Value 
module

VA

V Vulnerability curves for 
different assets, incomes, 
based on hazard severity 
for different climate 
change scenarios

Expected 
loss per 
climate 
change 
scenario

Modules Description Calculation Output

2
Gulf Coast case



Average annual expected loss in Gulf Coast region by cause
$ Billions; 2010 dollars

SOURCE: Swiss Re; Team analysis

Scenarios 
for changing 
frequencies

With 2030 
assets and
climate change

23.4

21.5

1.9

2.7

1.9

Due to
subsidence

0.7

Due to asset 
growth

3.9

2010 today’s 
hazards

14.2

Average change

Extreme change

An overall picture of potential total societal losses 
from natural hazards – both for today and via 
forward-looking scenarios

Given increasing 
frequency hazard 

events, we modeled 
several frequency 

scenarios 

~30% increase in losses just 
due to economic development 
and subsidence
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Even in the near term, loss from extreme event “tail 
risks” may increase and occur more often

SOURCE: Swiss Re; Press searches; Team analysis

2

Loss frequency curve for annual loss
$ Billions; 2010 dollars

0 50 100 150 200

50

150

200

250

100

0

300 2030, extreme climate scenario

2030, expected climate scenario

2030, base climate scenario

2010, today’s scenario

Return period
(50 = 1/50 years)

• A year like 2005, with 
Katrina/Rita (1 / 100 year) 
may have a ~$200 bn 
impact in 2030 (with no 
climate change)

• Under extreme climate 
change, such a year may 
occur 2.5x more often – or 
once every lifetime 
(1 / 40 years)

Extreme event losses 
may exceed $200 bn 

(>25% of GDP in 
2030)

The level of damage from a 
1 / 100 year event will occur 1 / 40 
years under an extreme climate 

scenario

1

2

1

2

Gulf Coast case
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Managing total climate risk requires a cost-
effective portfolio that accounts for hazards, value, 
and vulnerability

3

Infrastructure 
and asset- based 
responses

Technological 
and procedural 
optimization 
responses

Systemic and 
behavioral 
responses

Risk transfer and 
contingent 
financing

Portfolio of 
responses

Hazards

Value

Vulnerability

Total 
Climate 

Risk

Gulf Coast case 
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A climate risk portfolio should balance cost-
effective measures across a range of  hazards

ILLUSTRATIVE

Frequency of hazard

Medium / low Low Very low 

High

Low

Severity
of hazard

Medium

Flood resistant 
seeds 

Improve 
drainage

Risk transfer

Maintain 
drainage

Building 
codes 

Contingent 
Capital

Cash 
reserve 

Early warning 
system

Sea wall

Short list 
selected 

based upon 
feasibility and 

potential 
impact

3
Gulf Coast case
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The expected loss assessment can help determine 
how to spur climate-compatible economic 
development in any location

Cost per unit of benefit
(Dollars)

Loss 
averted

▪ Costs and benefits calculated using existing practices / costs
▪ Present value estimates discounted to 2010

1

Actions below 1 $/$ line on 
the y axis provide net 
economic benefits

0

3

• Costs and benefits refer to lifetime present values
• Benefits reflect loss averted

Reduction of 
the expected 
loss by 
countering the 
effects of 
climate risk

Gulf Coast case
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Investing in 
these measures 
will place the 
Gulf Coast on a 
resilient path 
now – that will 
also help the 
region over the 
longer term

35

15

10

0

98765432 110

Cost/benefit

2

5

1

Potentially attractive measures can address the 
increase in loss and keep the risk profile constant

Increase in annual 
expected loss, 
2010-302

Low 
change

Average 
change

Extreme 
change

1 Defined as measures with C/B<2, that would make sense to pursue based on co-benefits and risk aversion
2 “Low change” and “extreme change” loss increases are scaled, because the cost curve is calibrated to “average change”.  True “low change” loss 

increase is $ 4.6 bn, and “extreme change” loss increase is $ 9.2 bn

In the near-term, losses are 
expected to increase

But there are several potentially attractive measures1

that can address almost all the increase in loss

14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2

Extreme 
change

4.6

Average 
change

7.3

No 
climate 
change

9.6

2010 
losses

23.8
21.5

18.8

14.2

2030 losses

Increase
in loss

Annual expected loss
$ Billions, 2030

Increase from 
growth, subsidence

Gulf Coast case
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There are a broad set of measures that may need to 
be put in place to address increasing loss

5

35

10

0

9.59.08.5

2.70

8.07.57.06.56.05.55.00.5 4.54.03.53.02.52.0 11.010.510.01.00

2

32.58

15.15

6.76
6.18

5.46
3.82

1.260.800.69
0.69

1.5

0.440.440.340.17

0

3.31

15

2.30
1.95

1.791.66
1.64

Cost/benefit

0.64

2030 Loss averted
$ bn

Resilience, new distribution

Incremental 
increase in loss 
under average 
change $7.3 billion

Roof cover, new builds

Refineries levees

Roof cover, 
retrofits

Levees, petrochemical 
plants, high risk

Roof wall, new builds

Beach nourishment

Higher design 
specifications 

for offshore 
production

Disconnec-
table FPSO

Replace 
semisubs 

w/ Drill Ships

Roof shape

Home elevation, 
new builds, high risk

Local levees, high risk

Roof wall, retrofits, high risk

Resilience, retrofit distribution, low risk

Wetlands restoration

Levees

Home elevation, retrofit, priority

Barrier island restoration

Roof wall, retrofits, low risk

Opening protection, 
retrofits

Home elevation, 
retrofits, low risk

Gulf Coast case
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▪ In addition, distributed generation and microgrids can help address 
impact of  lost power  for customers and further build resilience
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Major findings and conclusions

• There are a number of actions identified that could prevent loss, but 
require leadership and coordination (e.g., across federal, state and private 
sector actors)

– Potentially attractive measures can hold constant the risk profile of 
the region. Prevention can be more attractive than rebuilding

– The Gulf Coast can play a leadership role in addressing climate risks; 
learning/innovation can be exported to the rest of the US adversely 
impacted by climate

Gulf Coast case
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The combination of strong data & strong stakeholder 
management helps reframe the debate 

▪ Strong fact base helped 
reframe conversation –
detailing risks to individual 
players and to broader 
community

▪ Stakeholder syndication 
plan helps ensure buy-in 
across a wide-range of 
stakeholders

▪ Strong economic case helps 
build buy-in for investments 
and eliminate controversy

▪ Leads to targeted conversations 
with policy makers and 
infrastructure owners on needed 
improvements to strengthen and 
harden assets

▪ Creates opportunity to 
incorporate a broad range of 
improvements into climate-
resilient business 
development
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